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Ti '8 P^sent paper, German title:" Die deutsche Horchstelle in Madrid" is an

£2r^J&r°!i5 fJS"*?
SCfcivifcjr ta *,n9Ufcr£ln S?ain » Jt »V ^ noteS thattins activity antedated the Franco regime,,

3o This paper is particularly interesting because it is possible in thisinstance to check and confirm all of the essential details given by FLICKS fromo.her accounts of German intercept activity in Spain available in TICOM, see
Sgoggaa Sjgnal Intelligence in ..orld «ar II as Havaalert by TICOi/ Investi-gatig^ard by Other Prisoner of „ar InterestW wwl BS^SHfrgojl^,^volume III," The Signal intelligence Agency of the ^upl^GolJSmand,Armed Forces", pp 39 ff . After this account was written an interrogation of the
repatriated personnel of the "Bureau Plankert" carried out in Gexaiir ma receivedthrough the Department of State (IF 266) which independently ^otf5x£atesi>FUaw andthe original HCW interrogations. FLICKS knowledge that SlS^f^on^al
had been repatriated in 1946 is significant of his continuing contacts with his
1craver as. :>c lates 0
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TOr SECRET
FLICKE: The German Intercept Station in Madrid

The idoa of setting up an intercept station for the purposes of 010? on

Spanish territory was certainly very old; Lt-Captain Hans Schimpf(see the

chapter cn the "Forschungsanit" > already in 1930 had set up a small station on

a hacienda near Barcelona \?hich worked for the Naval "B" Service c This

I station ivas in operation v;ith only slight interruptions up to the Spanish Civil

i ffar 0

During the Civil War the German Intercept Service was able to gain a great

^12 I
deal ^ Practical experience in Spain* This land seemed particularly suitable

£& M & to suPPly a good base a

organizational and technical preparations ??ere begun in the summer of

£ 1939o By the beginning of August things had advanced so far tliat the Madrid

intercept Station v/as able to begin operations , It was unobtrusively located

>

* la two villas in the Ciudad Lineal (southwest of Madrid) in the middle of a

g snail garden. £k penciled footnote states "Villa 'La Casa'^7o

The staff of both stations consisted of about 16 to 20 radio operators- who

were assigned from the Lauf and Treuenbrietzen intercept stations/of 0Hjj[7. Eight

radio receivers served for the intercept work, they were not all constantly

employed but were used according to need..

For camouflage all the rooms in which the listening service was situated

were designated as "sitting rooias" 0 The sets used were all of foreign manu-

facture, mostly American "Hallicraft^i^ and generally had the anpearance of

broadcast receivers and appeared completely "neutral0
.

The mission of the Madrid station was to listen to the French, Belgian and

Portuguese colonial traffic, later Swiss and North American traffic and English

IS* transmitters for inter Dominion traffic were assigned which could be heard only
5
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TOP SECRET
with difficulty at Lauf and Treuenbrietzeric

It soon became evident that in Madrid many of these stations could be

only partially covered© For this reason three subordinate stations vseve set

up in 1940 and the following years:

1) o Seville
f
for reception of Horth African Colonial radio traffic (Algeria,

Morocco, West Africa

)

0 Staff of about 8 ni©n*

2) * Barcelona, for monitoring naval radio traffic in the fiediterranaim
and Atlantic* This was the mission of the old station founded by
Schimpf.
Staff of about 10 menc

3) * Las Palmas (Teneriffe) for duty in the field of monitoring additional
Portugese colonial transmitters, French West Africa Array radio stations
and specific transmitters in international communications*
It was staffed with four radio operators with t?/o receivers c

Far processing the material received from these four intercept stations

an evaluation center and intercept control center was set up in the Gerrran Con~

sulat© in Kadrid staffed by four men who ?j©re Cer.Tuans resident in Spai& 0 Frosa

here there a teleprinter connection through Irun and Bordeaux to the Cipher

Section is. Berlin for sending the results of evaluation and important individual

messages. For this and for written communications the following cover names

were used:

VhA Intercept organisation in Spain was called "Stuermer^o

The Cipher Section in Berlin was called the "Commercial Section^ommera-
abteilung7#

The two Madrid intercept stations passed their material daily to the

Evaluation Centerc

Seville and Barcelona sent their material every two days by courier9

Las Palmas sent its intercept tsriee weekly by air to Sevill© who sent it

along Y/ith its otm traffic to Madrid,,

The Madrid Evaluation Center also received cable telegrams from an official

«2~
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of the Spanish Post; those consisted of copies of the cipher telegrams of the

foreign diplomatic missions accredited to Spain; there is very little doubt

that other pov/ers concerned bought copies of cable messages desired Q

At the end of 1940 the following radio connections were set up:

Ac The ?«Tadrid Intercept Station and the Cipher Section in Berlin c

(The transmitter was later located in the German consulate build-
ing)

Bo Madrid and the Seville Intercept Station

Co .'Madrid and the Barcelona Intercept Station

Dc Madrid and the Las Palraas Intercept Station

These radio connections were not used to pass the results of intercept but only

for control of intercept, or the report by the station concerned that "all was

Occasionally there were persons who took the view that things were by no

means "in order" in the houses concerned and instigated an "investigation" by

the Spanish police 0 The police each time scrupulously » but without particular

haste - took up the matter and made a different search of the houses© As a

result of the "climatic" conditions in Spain, however, the investigations al-

ways earce with a "favorable" v/ind 0 Thus the small villas always made a seemingly

harmless impression and the four American broadcast receivers were ostensibly

"explained" as due to the great interest of the owner of the house in news broad-

casts and radio music*

The Air Ministry had also set up an intercept station near by* The Navel

High Corzraand similarly had an intercept station located in a different section

of f^Iadrid., The total strength of nersonnel at all stations combined was about

60 heads

o

Tha intercept station erected in Las Palmas appeared fairly unprofitable

well" c
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from the beginning. After the American landing in North Africa the direct

air connection with Seville was discontinued? th© Americans were plainly

ready to interfere with air traffic and force the planes to make an inter-

mediate landing in Casablanca* As Casablanca was occupied by American troops

such an intermediate landing made use of air delivery unthinkable* For a

while an attempt was made to continue forwarding the traffic with Spanish boat

captains as intermediaries, however this fell through in January 1943 end the

station was brought back c

The head of the "Stuerraer* organization from 1940 to the spring of 1942

v/as Major von Nida who was then recalled to the Cipher Section in Berlin* Th©

head of the subordinate station at Seville until June, 1944 was Lieutenant
i

Eichner v/ho then went to Livourne in France as head of the station thera 0

The last head of the intercept service in Madrid was 1st Lt Plankert who

worked out of the consulate in Madrid* For the last year and a half the sta-

tion itself was in the charge of Qberwachtraeister Bell (from the Lauf intercept

station), Plankert was in civilian clothes - as were all the other personnel

of the station, and was known as ttDr" Plankertc

Seville and Barcelona were closed down in the summer of 1944 after the

landing of the Allies in Northern France; only Madrid remained e

This station operated up to May 1945o Its closing down then took place 0

The personnel received an extra half years pay and were left to shift for them-

selves* In February 1946 they, along with other German citizens in Spain, were

transported on an English vessel to Hamburg A few of them remained bebind c Th®

equipment was turned over to the Spanish armed forces in Hfiay 1945,
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